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Regent's Recollection
BY KARLO NICOLE ANGELES SISON,  P3

A few weeks after we had crowned GAMMAS to be our 
Bowling Tournament Champions, just a week before our 2020 
Spring Break began, and just a few weeks before we were 
ready to compete against PDC for our chance at a 3-year-
repeat in our yearly Greek Week games, everything came to 
a halt. Who would have known that this Spring semester 
would have gotten cut short by a global pandemic? In the 
light of things, we underwent our first online elections 
with over 90 of our brothers in participation, where our 
new e-board was elected. Michele Jurkovic was appointed 
our Regent for next year and even though we are currently in a time of such uncertainty, I am
certain she is the perfect candidate to lead our chapter next year through new unforeseen
challenges. With the cancellation of our Formal and Graduation Ritual, I believe it is best for us to
reflect on all our chapter has done during this year before this pandemic hit.
 
Our year started off with very successful rushing events such as our BBQ in Arrigo Park and our
Portillo’s Dinner, which brought in over 50 students. Historian Josh Park created a masterpiece of
a rush video that exemplified our pillars of Industry, Fellowship, Sobriety, and High Ideals that was
shown to all the possible rushees. Our new streamlined rush evaluation process encouraged our
Brothers to reach out to students that were a little less extroverted and allowed for us to better
make decisions on who we offer bids to. This evaluation process was created by our Vice Regent
in the previous year, Michelle Cho, with the help of our GCDs. Our GCDs brought in aspects of
the resident matching process, and we have continued to develop this process to become an
efficient tool that can be used for years to come. Some changes were made to our pledging
process in order to adjust to our changing curriculum and culture, but in the end, everything
worked out great. Our chapter welcomed in 35 brothers as the Tau Pledge Class after an amazing
pledge season that was led by Vice Regent Samantha Wiesinger Seivert, Pledge Mom Michele
Jurkovic, and Pledge Dad Hai Pham. As a celebration of the Tau Class making it through the pledge
process, Social Chair Alisha Desai set up an extravagant Initiation event at Barrio. 
 
I would like to recognize our Professional Chair JB Cabel’s efforts in creating an expansion of our
Special Olympics volunteering event to continue to the Spring semester. Even though it was
cancelled due to the pandemic, he created the groundwork so that we, as a chapter, can hopefully
do this volunteer event next year. Our money team, Treasurer Anushka Patel and Co-Fundraising
Chairs Monaz Engineer and Joann Hyunh continued to do a great job with the successful
fundraising of white coat sales and organizing of our Soldier Field events. I had an unforgettable
experience working with this e-board team and I want to thank them for all their hard work. Even
with so much uncertainty to come, I undoubtedly believe that our Brothers will persevere and
continue to work in unity to uphold our wonderful Chi Chapter. 
 
Karlo Nicole Angeles Sison, P3
Chi Chapter Regent 2019-2020
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2019-2020 Regent Karlo Sison.



Rush Season
BY NEHA PATEL ,  P2

This past rush season I had a wonderful time
going out to the various events and meeting all
of the future Brothers of our fraternity. We were
able to get out in the sun on a beautiful Saturday
morning to participate in a photo scavenger
hunt. We had to find key locations on our
campus, and the team who first made it to the
Italian Ice shop won. Luckily, we ran through the
scavenger hunt, helping us gain an advantage.
Pictured on the left is our team winning the
group activity held at the park, which was one of
the locations on our list. I bonded with my team,
and we were able to demonstrate our incredible
teamwork. Through pharmacy school it’s not
always the easiest to get outside when we have
work and school to worry about, but it is always
the best time when we get to spend it with
Brothers. I am looking forward to next rush
season and the next time that we will be able to
get outside with Brothers.
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Skit Night
BY JENNIFER TAKAMURA,  P1

During pledging, the Tau Class from Chi
Chapter had a great time performing at Skit
Night. At this event, they put on quite the
show for all the Brothers. Some of the acts
included Kappa Psi Actives Jeopardy, “Who’s
that Active”, a trivia game show, and “Life of
a Kappa Psi Pledge”, a skit inspired by David
Attenborough’s documentaries. The winning
group was the Zetas (Brothers Cory
Matsumoto, Jayesh Patel, Jennifer Takamura,
Jessica Klier, Hanna Seo, and Sarah Suk),
and they received the coveted Skit Night
trophy. Zetas winning Skit Night. (top row): Hanna Seo, Jessica Klier, 

Sarah Suk, and Cory Matsumoto. 
(holding trophy): Jennifer Takamura.

Scavenger hunt as part of the rush season. (left to right):
Elaine Trinh, Mary Tran, Hai Pham, Neha Patel, 

Sunhye Moon, Eunice Kim, and Minyoung Chang.

Team Epsilon wins Field Day!



Reflections from a Neophyte
BY HANNAH HENDERSON,  P1

Pledging Kappa Psi was one of the most demanding yet 
rewarding processes I have ever experienced. Coming into 
pharmacy school I did not have any plans on joining a 
fraternity; I did not even know professional fraternities 
existed. Upon arrival on orientation day, I was so nervous 
to be in a new environment in the city surrounded by a 
bunch of people I did not know. My Peer Advisor (Joann 
Huynh), who is a Brother of Kappa Psi, was very welcoming 
from the start and made me feel comfortable throughout my 
transition into pharmacy school. As we got to know each 
other, we started talking about what it is like to be a part of 
a professional fraternity and how it differs from 
undergraduate fraternities. I knew I wanted to be involved 
while in pharmacy school, so after talking with Joann I 
figured I would give pledging a try.
 
At the beginning of pledging, it was difficult for me to open up right away to the strangers I was
pledging with, but I knew that it was an essential part of the process. Little did I know that these
people would become some of my best friends in pharmacy school. The pledging process
definitely tested all of us and pulled us all out of our comfort zones in order to really get to
know each other and the active members. As we got to know each other more, it was easier to
open up and feel like I could truly be myself. I feel like I will always have a special bond with
my Pledge Brothers because we all endured the same process and did whatever we could to
help each other get through the difficult parts of pledging. I went through an extremely hard
time during the pledging process with the loss of my mom. Everybody in Kappa Psi, pledges,
actives, and alumni were reaching out to me offering their support and kind words of
encouragement during this tough time. It was so amazing to have so many people that I had just
met be there for me during my time of need. This really showed me the extent of how strong
the brotherhood of Kappa Psi is, and I really felt like I grew stronger connections to people
because of this.
 
After the whole pledging process, I feel like we all came out better people because of it. The
activities and events we had to go through may have seemed unnecessary to us at first, but
reflecting back on the experience, we realized that they were actually helping to better us as
pharmacists. It tested our time management skills, multitasking ability, teamwork, and
communication skills, among other things, which are all essential in becoming a great
pharmacist. We pledges worked together to make sure everyone made it to the end and were
able to prove to the active members that we were all worthy to become Brothers of Kappa Psi. I
am honored to be able to call myself a Brother of Kappa Psi, and I will cherish all the memories
and relationships I have made because of it.
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(Left to right): Joann Huynh, 
Hannah Henderson, and Samantha Seivert.



Reflections from Proud Pledge Parents
BY HAI  PHAM,  P2

                                         -9/17/2019; 9PM-
                                         That was the day I became a (Pledge) Dad. I still 
                                         remember Michele’s (Pledge Mom) giddiness carrying 
                                         all our soon to be kids. While walking towards the 
                                         mailboxes, Michele felt a contraction in her hands. It 
                                         was at the mailboxes in the basement when the Tau 
                                         Class was born. After the exhausting birth of 35 kids, 
                                         we decided to name them. Pledge Brother, we said in 
                                         unison. All 35 of them will have the first name of 
                                         Pledge Brother.

 
Never would I have thought that being a parent with Brother Michele Jurkovic would be so rewarding.
Along with our Vice Regent, Brother Samantha Seivert, we spent the summer planning the education
process for the Tau Class to the values of Kappa Psi throughout their 8-week pledging process. 
 
During those 8 weeks, I never felt more blessed to call everyone in Chi Chapter my Brothers. They
helped so much by joining our committees and helping lead and host the pledge events. They really
embodied our mission for this pledging season, which was for everyone to get to know more about each
other. I can tell that when the Pledge Brothers were getting signatures, they were not only learning from
the Brothers, but the Brothers were learning about the Pledges as well. There were times when Michele
and I were nervous that people may not be learning about each other, but our end of the semester trivia
about the Actives and Pledges proved to us that there was no need to worry. 
 
Michele and I will forever be proud of our Tau kiddos as well. Watching them grow from being strangers
to Brothers was one of the best things about the process. Before, our FaceBook group chat would be just
Michele and I talking to basically ourselves, and we were worried. Later, we would realize that they had
their own Snapchat groups (before the Sigma class LOL) and communicate regularly to each other,
hanging out outside of school. Even now, they are FaceTiming each other through this COVID-19
situation. While they grew closer, they each all grew professionally as well. From the beginning, most of
the Pledges had no idea what they wanted to do. As they progressed and talked to Brothers, it was
awesome to learn about the steps they were taking to advance their careers in the direction they wanted
to as well. It brings a tear to my eye when I learn that they are taking new opportunities that they
learned about from a Brother in our organization. 
 
Though we had some lows and differences in our pledging season this year, the season ended well. The
day we celebrated their initiation was very unforgettable. The venue’s guac was amazing, but the
highlight of the night was each of the new Brothers' faces glowing with the pride of successfully
overcoming the challenge of the pledging process. For me, I hope that the Pledges loved the process as
much as Michele and I did. I hope they know that they have 99 hands always ready to help them. I hope
they know they can still call us Mom and Dad and rely on us when they need to.
 
-November 23rd, 2019-
The kids are all grown up now. Each of them has already started to walk on their own two feet towards
something they want. It felt like only 8 weeks ago when Michele and I stood in front of the mailboxes
dreaming of who they would become. “I guess we can’t keep calling them Pledge Brothers forever,"
Michele said. So thus, we decided to change all their names. Brother, we said together, all of them will
now be known as Brother to the world.
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Proud Parents on 9/17/2019 at 9pm, 
Michele Jurkovic and Hai Pham.



Reflections from a Graduating Brother
BY TRAVIS LESTER ,  P4

When I reflect on my time as a Kappa Psi Brother, what comes to 
mind first is the friendships that I have gained. When I began 
pharmacy school, I entered as a transplant from Jacksonville, 
Florida who had been in the workforce for eight years. While 
many of my classmates knew each other from high school or 
undergrad, I did not know anyone. However, when I began to 
meet Kappa Psi Brothers, I knew this was the place for me. 
Brothers like Jaron Lopez, Eva Galka, Carlos Jara, and Therese 
Quijano, who are all pharmacists today, were some of the first 
Chi Brothers that I met. They, among others, took an interest in 
me and encouraged me to find out more about what Kappa Psi 
was all about. Fast forward to my first rush meeting, and I was 
amazed at how many Brothers held executive board positions not just in the fraternity, but also in other pharmacy
organizations as well. Aside from how friendly everyone was, seeing Brothers who engaged in pharmacy
stewardship drew me to this great fraternity. I then reflect on my days of pledging with my fellow Pledge Brothers
and reminisce on the bonds that were formed during that process. I entered a family line where my Grand Big,
Andrew Anastasia, was Vice-Regent and my Big, Mike Zangri, was Professional Chair and future Regent. No
pressure. One of my favorite moments was having the opportunity to volunteer with my Pledge Brothers and Chi
Brothers at the Special Olympics Soccer Skills Competition. It was times like these that you realize that the world
is bigger than just you, and the most important thing is being able to help others and share that experience with
like-minded individuals. Throughout my pharmacy school career, Kappa Psi has been there every step of the way. I
was part of a research project with Dr. Maya Campara, a Brother of Kappa Psi. I participated in the International
Approaches to Health Disparities program with Dr. Koronkowski, a Brother of Kappa Psi. I was appointed to the
National Executive Board for the Student National Pharmaceutical Association where the Executive Director, Dr.
Kimberly Lewis is also a Brother in this great fraternity. As my days as a pharmacy student come to an end, I
embrace what lies ahead because I know that I can stand on the shoulders of all these Brothers who came before
me. I started this journey to become a pharmacist not knowing anyone. I am proud to say that on my next journey
as a pharmacist, I embark knowing that I have Brothers all over the world.  “One for all and all for one!”
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Graduating Brother Travis Lester.

                                                                         On October 12th, 2019, a group of Kappa Psi Chi 

                                                                         Chapter Brothers volunteered with Special Olympics 

                                                                         Illinois at the Chicago Soccer Skills and Teams 

                                                                         Competition. This annual event had been cancelled for 

                                                                         the past two years in a row due to inclement weather 

                                                                         and was close to being cancelled again due to the 

                                                                         unseasonably cold conditions. However, the cold and 

                                                                         wind was no match for the positive energy and            

                                                                         enthusiasm that we shared with all of the motivated 

                                                                         and eager athletes! Chi Chapter Brothers supported the 

                                                                         operations of the event from serving as skill officials 

                                                                         and skill ball retrievers to team score keepers and 

award distributors, all the while cheering on the outstanding athletes competing that day! There was an electrifying energy on

the fields that day, and simply being there with all the dedicated participants and my service-oriented Brothers was truly a

humbling experience. As pharmacy students, service to the community is at the core of our future profession, and I know we all

cherished the opportunity to give back to our local community on that memorable day.

                                                                              

Philanthropy: Special Olympics
BY KEVIN CHENG, P1

Volunteering at Special Olympics at La Villita Park!



Running Rituals
BY ELAINE TRINH,  P3

            When I am asked what does it mean to be a Kappa Psi Brother, I   
            always have a few words that come to mind: hardworking, 
            determination, and encouragement. Rituals are made to understand 
            our Brotherhood and traditions are made to strengthen our 
            Brotherhood. I grew up with running. Being a runner does not have 
            anything to do with achievement, but rather a mindset and a sense 
            of connection with yourself and other runners. This is the sense of 
            belonging I feel when I am in Kappa Psi. In November 2019, I had the 
            amazing opportunity to recruit many of our Kappa Psi Brothers in a 
            running team and ran in our city’s Hot Chocolate Run. For some 
            Brothers, it was their first time running at all, and I was always 
            willing to share my advice and encourage them to try their best. 
            With over 25 Brothers signed up for the race, I would say that it was 
            an incredible experience from the moment of waking up that 
            morning and pushing through and running to the finish line. Even 

our GCD happily ran with us! It warmed my heart when we all celebrated at the end of the race,
with our warm hot chocolate cups and goodies in hand. I was stoked when a lot of people came up
to me after the race to say thank you for organizing a Kappa Psi running group. It was definitely a
humbling experience. The connection and encouragement we gave to each other during that day
still continues to further deepen our bond in our Brotherhood. Creating traditions is another means
of getting to know one another while having fun with it, too. I am lucky to be a big part of it and
proud to be a Brother of Kappa Psi.
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Chaplain Elaine Trinh and her little,
Jennifer Takamura.

This year was the first time I attended 
Chi Chapter’s annual ski trip, and it was a 
trip that I’ll never forget. As a neophyte, it 
was an amazing experience in getting to 
know the Brothers at a more personal 
level. Given the stress of pharmacy school, 
it is often difficult to interact with Brothers 
outside of school. Seeing as how pledging 
was often limited to quick conversations 
that I would make with the Active Brothers 
in the lobby, it was difficult to truly get to 
know them. However, by attending ski trip, 
I was able to interact and bond with Brothers in a more friendly and casual environment. 
 
The entire experience was really enjoyable and relaxing: from shopping for groceries, preparing burgers with my
Pledge Brothers, and enjoying hot chocolate around the bonfire. It was great seeing the Brothers get competitive and
have fun by playing different board games and cards. We enjoyed the winter weather by building snowmen and
having a snowball fight. The Brothers had a great time skiing, snowboarding, and tubing at night. After attending ski
trip, I felt like I have really gotten to know my Brothers. It was such a nice experience to get to have fun and hang
loose, not having to worry about school. Ski trip is definitely the event of the year and I can’t wait to attend next year!

 

Ski Trip
BY VALLARI SHAH, P1

Brothers at Ski Trip before the Spring semester starts!



The Bowling event was one of the highlights of my P1 
memories in Kappa Psi. As lives get busy and schedules 
get hectic, it is nice to look forward to events that bring 
us all together. Thinking back, I believe it was some 
weekday in September when pledge groups were formed 
for us Taus. I think it was one of our first days of 
attempting to get signatures in our Pledge books. It was 
Brother Cory Matsumoto, then Pledge Brother, who 
suggested an innovative way of us rounding up each 
other’s signatures for those first couple pages. He 
suggested we form a sort of assembly line and all go 
down it while simultaneously signing our names in each book with our black pens. While going through each
book, some names were automatically familiar, others, not so much. While I was acquainted with many Pledge
Brothers at the time, I was eager to turn those acquaintances into friendships. We finished up our assembly line
of signatures and sat down ready for our meeting to begin. I don’t really remember the details of the meeting
but do recall going over our syllabus and other house keeping things. Then it was Time. Time for us to be put
into our respective pledge groups. Betas were first. I waited for my name to be called, and it eventually did,
along with other names that were familiar but still somewhat strangers to me. I was placed, along with 5 other
Pledge Brothers, into the Gammas pledge group. 
 
I can only speak for myself when I say I was going into our Bowling Social with the mindset of just wanting to
have fun with my fellow Gammas and other Brothers. It was only until I started off with a somewhat decently
respectable bowl that I thought, “okay maybe I actually want us to win this thing.” Brother Mark Pulver carried
our team after that. With a somewhat inconsistent bowl from both me and Brother Noah Kim, we had to
basically rely on Mark, because even though our number one supporter and golden heart of a Pledge Father was
doing his best, we had some ground to make up for Brother Hai Pham’s bowling skills. We were the mighty four.
Rooting for each other and other teams while occasionally grabbing a slice of pizza in between. We were
flanked by strong forces. To our left were the Betas and to the right were the Deltas. The Betas had what seemed
like a hundred people bowling on their team. Deltas had some good smack talking going on in hopes to trip up
the other opponents. In the distance you could 
hear the cheering of Epsilons, Zetas, and Etas 
as strikes and spares were made. It was a night 
filled of laughter, smiling, and friendly trash 
talking with one goal in mind—win the prized 
bowling trophy. By some stroke of luck, and a lot 
of help from Mark, us Gammas pulled through for 
the win. In second came Deltas followed by Etas, 
Zetas, Epsilons, and Betas. It was a good feeling to 
come out victorious, but an even better feeling to 
know it was nothing but fun getting there.

Bowling: A Spring Social
BY SABINE PUGLIA ,  P1
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The winning Gammas (left to right): Mark Pulver, 
Hai Pham, Sabine Puglia, and Noah Kim.

Epsilons represent (left to right): Joshua Park, 
Ashik Jayakumar, Jysheng Hou, Alfredo Alvarez, 

Michele Jurkovic, Emily Tran, and Eric Baehr.


